SPECIAL EDITION

In this special edition of
Dog’s Life, we’re celebrating
all things Belthorn by bringing
you four stories which each
offer a unique insight into the
history of our village and what
it means to be Belthornian.
The legend that was Jim Fletcher

ONE MAN AND HIS SHED
If you were from Belthorn,
lived in Belthorn or spent
any time here, then chances
are you knew Jim Fletcher.
Even if you just mentioned
the name Jim, people knew
who you were talking about.
The word legend is used
quite a bit these day but this
is something Jim actually
was. Firstly, he was Belthorn
through and through. He’d
lived in the same house since
he was born and the only
time he ever left was to do
National Service in Japan and
Hong Kong. He also spent
the next forty years working
at the Waterside Paper Mill,
if you can remember that.
But what made Jim stand out
from everyone else wasn’t
just his personality, his
generosity or wanting to help
his community. No. What Jim
was really known for… was
his shed.

Alright. Okay. Let me explain.
This isn’t some shed in the
back of your garden where
you keep your shears and
lawnmower and whatever else
you don’t have room for in the
house. The Shed was a hub, a
place that played a huge part
in our village’s history, and
cemented Jim’s legacy as a
true Belthornian.
It all began in the 70’s when
Jim received the chance to
purchase the shed which sat
at the bottom of the village.
Now it was particularly big
this shed - twice the size of
your average. And Jim being
Jim, he was already bored
of retirement and needed
something to keep him busy.
So he decided to turn it into
a little gathering space. Not a
pub as such but a place for a
few locals to meet, chat and
drink their own home brewed

ale. Although I say locals, it
was only men and no women.
This was still the seventies
don’t forget… And The Shed
seemed to get off to quite a
hot start – literally! There was
a small fire, after which point
it was temporarily known as
the Phoenix Club. But that
soon died out. A bit like the
blaze itself.

with an idea. He made these
little plastic tokens which
could be purchased on arrival
and used to ‘swap’ for beers.
Not only that but any profit
that was made, Jim passed
onto his favourite charity: the
Bolton Mountain Rescue.

It was a cracking idea and The
Shed soon became the place
to be in the village. Tuesday
What didn’t die out though
nights actually became known
was The Shed’s popularity.
as The Shed Night. Locals
Over the years, this place just would meet there and it didn’t
started to become some sort
close until the last person left
of beacon. More and more
which was usually around
people started to attend and
1am, sometimes later. Safe to
they even decided to let ladies say there were always a few
in! But it meant that the local sore heads come Wednesday
brew soon ran out and that
morning…
Jim had to start buying in
beers. However, he couldn’t
So what was it actually like
sell them. The Shed wasn’t
then, in The Shed? I think
licenced and it would be like
kitsch might be an appropriate
pulling teeth trying to get one. term. As lovely as Jim was,
So Jim being Jim came up
he was no interior designer!

There was a large fish tank
under the bar with artificial
fish in because…why not?. It
had comfy orange PVC office
chairs, a large settee, a wood
burner stove, formica tables
and a large collection of beer
mats attached to the wall
around the bar. The first ones
there on Tuesday night got the
best seat, the big settee, but
when the stove was roaring,
it got too hot and you had
to move. Unsurprisingly, the
arm of that settee got slightly
scorched. Then again, it all
added to the ambience of the
place.
I remember there were also
some witty statements posted
around the bar. One particular
sign said ‘Don’t drink and
drive - you might spill it’. I
don’t think you’d get away
with that now… There were
also ornaments, pictures and a
photo gallery of past members
on the door. One wall was
filled with framed thankyou
letters from the various
charities that Jim supported.
Under the table was a
selection of games such as
Connect 4, and that very
annoying game with a wire
where you need a steady
hand to get from one side
to the other. This would
buzz, buzz, buzz and drive
everyone mad until someone
would shout for them to pack
it in – usually after a couple
of minutes. There was also a
bric-a-brac stall in the corner
and a second hand book
shelf. Sometimes there were
plants for sale from Jim’s
greenhouse; somewhat ironic
that they were now in a shed!

of character he was. It was
brilliant then in 2012 when
Jim was awarded the British
Empire Medal (B.E.M) for his
services to charity. He and
June went to a garden party
in Buckingham Palace where
Lord Shuttleworth presented
them with the medal, and the
Bolton Mountain Rescue even
named one of their vehicles
after him.

Jim and his beloved Bolton Mountain Rescue

And whilst The Shed was the
brainchild of Jim’s, it wouldn’t
be right not to mention June,
his partner. She was the one
who helped make it what it
was, often serving behind
the bar. Alongside the beer,
another firm favourite was
the wine made by Jim’s friend
John, known locally as ‘rocket
fuel’. It was a meagre 50p
and your glass was filled to
the brim. Safe to say, too
many glasses of that and
you certainly felt like you’d
been blasted out to space.
Well, you would if it wasn’t
for the country and western
music Jim insisted on playing
all night long. Tough luck if
you weren’t a fan of Kenny
Rogers…

forget the annual Christmas
party, where we would play
silly games and drink far too
much; so perhaps not that
different from the rest of the
year… Joking aside though,
I remember one particular
game that Jim made us play
which was a bit like pass the
parcel. He’d play the music
and when it stopped, you
reached into a bin bag and
pulled out an item of clothing.
There were silly hats, woolly
socks, big pants. You had to
put these items on and the
one wearing the most pieces
of clothing come the end was
the winner. I remember one
young lad sat there wearing
a silly hat and a huge bra.
To be fair, I’ve seen stranger
combinations on the catwalk
at fashion shows.

These were amazing and
happy days and we thought
they would never end, but
like most good things, they
eventually did. Jim was getting
older and it was too much
for him to keep running The
Shed. We could have kept it
open but without Jim it just
wouldn’t be the same and so
eventually closed. Jim was
still involved in community
activities though, opening
The Dog Inn in 2015 after
a hard-fought battle for it to
be reclaimed by the local
community. It didn’t serve
Rocket Fuel but we still had a
very memorable evening. The
following year, Jim’s health
quickly declined and he sadly
left us, leaving behind years
of incredible memories and
a legacy I don’t think any
Belthornian will ever match.

And The Shed? Well it still
stands to this very day. And
you know what, I’m glad.
I’m making The Shed sound
Every time I walk past, I’m
like a place where we all just
reminded of the great nights
got a bit merry but it was so
For me, an event that really
out we’d all have for a few
much more than that and
sums up what both Jim and
pounds and come home
cemented its importance
The Shed were all about came merry with a second hand
in Belthorn life as the years
in 2011. On one particular
book, an ornament and even
went by. After ladies had
day, the Bolton Mountain
a plant. In fact, if we look in
finally been admitted, there
Rescue Team came down to
our drawers even now, we
was a female only group
The Shed in order to pick up
would probably find an old
called ‘The Thorn Birds’ that
the latest proceeds from the
token that didn’t get spent one
There were also toilet facilities would meet there and listen
Collection Box that Jim kept
night.
too which consisted of an old to various topics by visiting
on the bar. The crew counted
fashioned caravan toilet which speakers. It hosted our May
out the proceeds in front of
So that’s that. What more is
had to be emptied at the
Day celebrations after the
an interested Jim and the
there to say than there will
end of the night; a thankless
kids had walked up and down amount came to the fantastic never be another Jim and
task if there ever was one.
the village with the Maypole; sum of £307.45. To everyone’s there will never be another
The fashionable ornaments
something that made most of surprised, Jim then asked if he Shed. They were both unique,
in the toilet included a doll
us regulars exhausted from
could have the proceeds back. both legendary and both
with a pink knitted dress that
just watching. It became the
Literally a few seconds later
incredibly Belthorn. And as
covered a toilet roll. I’ll give
go-to place for any Belthorn
though, he wrote a cheque
this story proves, they will
The Shed this - it certainly had birthday party, with Jim setting for a £1000 and told them
never be forgotten.
a unique style.
up the karaoke and letting
to have that instead. It was a
you use the kitchen for a spud completely selfless act and
pie. And of course, who could so typical of Jim and the type
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A LOSING GAME

You’re not singing,
you’re not singing,
you’re not singing
anymore! Now
there’s a chant the
other supporters
never sang at us.
How come? Well
mainly because
we were never
singing in the
first place. And
even if we were
it wouldn’t have
been anything too
upbeat. Probably
more along the
lines of It’s Too Late
by Carole King.
Take the Pain Away
by the Ramones? The list is
endless really.

every single game. I
actually remember
when the whistle
blew in that final
defeat and the
head of the league
called me up.
“Losing every single
match is a record
– nobody’s ever
done that before!”
Well, at least we
won something…
It was a disaster,
course it was. But
the lads seemed
to still be enjoying
themselves… on the
outside. But I know
Belthorn United - the biggest ‘losers’ in Lancashire
what young lads
As soon as I heard about
North West. I remember that
are like. They’re not one to
it, I decided to get my own
first match. The boys running discuss their feelings, tell you
lad involved. He weren’t the
out wearing Belthorn Blue.
what’s really going on. But I
Sorry, I should explain. My
biggest football fan but I didn’t The passion they had warming knew they must have been
name’s Alice and I want to
want him to miss out. So he
up together, the pride we had hurting behind the smiles. I
tell you about the legendary
quickly became part of the
on the sideline in our hats and also knew that the only way
Belthorn United. You might
Under 11s. They trained at
gloves. It was a real special
was up. We write off this
have heard of us…? Oh. Well the school every week and
moment. There was just this
season and move onto the
we’re well known round
they were quite a formidable
sense of optimism… That we
next. Aim to finish in the top
here. Honest. The team
bunch. Some real talent there. could really do something
ten and see where we go from
started back in 2006. The
And yes. I know I said that
here. Together.
there. It’s small steps after all.
idea came from a woman
the whole point of the team
called Cathy whose son was
was to let the lads bond.
And then it happened. The
Except we didn’t finish top
leaving Belthorn Primary
But watching them? Seeing
first goal went in. And then
ten. We didn’t finish top half.
and she wanted him and his
them play, what they’ve
the second. And then the
In fact we didn’t move at all.
mates to stay in touch so what got? Part of you thinks they
third. And why not, a fourth
We were there. Solidified.
better way than by starting a
might do alright this lot. And
one too!
Rock bottom again after losing
football team? That was the
then there’s me. I’ve never
every single game, including
plan anyway. A bit of fun,
been one of those parents to
It was a dream start. Only…
a 19-0 thrashing against
community spirit, letting the
just drop their kids off and
not for us. Disbury Under
Rishton United. There were
lads bond still.
go home. No, I wanna be
11s. I dunno what they had
times when you wondered if
involved somehow, show my for breakfast but the way they we should just score for them
And when it started, it was
support. So I asked Darren
played our lot off the park.
from kick off, it might have
just that one particular team.
the coach if I could be part
Literally. I mean not that it
been easier. But none of it
As soon as the word got out
of the training team and he
mattered. It’s not about that.
made sense. We had a good
though, interest quickly grew. said yeah. Now I’m not saying And the boys didn’t seem too team, a good bunch of lads
It was opened out to the
I’m Belthorn’s answer to Sam
dejected. It was just teething
but they couldn’t hit a cow’s
whole village and it was great, Allardyce but… I wanted to
issues. Nothing more. We
backside with a banjo! I didn’t
seeing everyone gathered
have a go, help the lads do
were just settling in.
want to come down too hard
together. They made it so that the best they can. Winning’s
on them as they didn’t really
there was a whole range of
an important confidence
Expect. If these were teething seem that bothered. But again.
teams, from Under 8s, all the booster at that age, you
issues, then we should have
It’s what’s going on inside that
way through to Under 16s.
know. Not to mention when
called the emergency dentist. matters. It can’t have been
There were seven year olds
we were playing, we’d be
Because the next game we
good for them, all this.
running around, not knowing representing Belthorn. A lot of lost. And the game after that.
which direction to play in.
pride was at stake.
And the game after that.
So the next season came with
Then again some of 15 year
And… well, do you see a
renewed optimism and with
olds looked to be in the same We soon joined the
pattern here?
it… Can you guess? That’s
boat.
Accrington and District Junior
it. Not a single point. We
League. The crème de la
I’m embarrassed to say that
could have put up a bunch of
crème of junior football in the we ended that season losing
mannequins and still got the
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same results. I felt sorry for the
coach Darren. I even offered
to pay for some counselling,
the amount of pain he was
going through.
It was after that fourth season
in the row when we’d lost
every single game and not
won a thing that I realised,
something has to change. I
mean by this point, we really
were a laughing stock. When
the fixtures came out, the
other teams would look to
see when they were playing
us as it was a guaranteed
three points. And when we’d
rock up to these other clubs,
you could see the parents
sneering. Oh it’s Belthorn,
let’s pull a chair and watch the
annihilation. It was awful.
So that’s when I decided.
Whatever happens this
season, we are going to win
a game. I don’t care what it
takes, Belthorn United are
going to win a match. A few
of the other parents thought I
was taking it a bit too serious
but what was the other
choice? Sit back and subject
us to another humiliating
season of abject misery. They
might be happy with that, but
not me. Not this team. So I
sat down with Darren and,
together, we came up with a
plan.
We set up a new training
regime. Had the kids train
twice a week, eat better, work
more on their core technique.
We also made them work
for their place. We never did
that before. Just let whoever
it was play wherever they
wanted. But now. They had
to fight for that position. And
I know that might sound a
bit aggressive but… Some
friendly competition never
hurt anyone. And you could
see the improvements. The
four nils went down to three
nils. The two nils went down
to one nils. And guess what?
We even scored a couple.
The first was a deflection from
their keeper but still…You
could tell the kids were trying
harder as well as when they’d

come off the pitch. Well,
they’d be knackered. There
were no hanging out after the
game, no nipping to Maccy
Ds. It was straight back to the
training ground to go through
what went wrong, where we
could improve and how we
were going to change for the
next match.

some frantic play, we found
ourselves down to the final
minute. 3-3. I could see
it. Slipping away from us!
AGAIN!

for a party. I thought they’d all
be dancing and cheering, still
on cloud nine from before.
Instead they had faces longer
than the M25. Then again. I
had to remind myself. They
And that’s when our striker
had been working hard
made a break with it. On his
and they were probably
own, taking it past their centre knackered. They’d be smiling
mid, dribbling it around their
on the inside.
defence. It was just him and
their goalie now, one on one. The night went on though and
He slowly drew back his leg,
none of them seemed to pick
angled his foot and volleyed it up. And me being me, I knew
right into… the top corner.
what would get them all on
their feet. A speech. A speech
We went crazy. Leaping up
to remind us all of what we’d
and down, screaming in pure achieved. So I grabbed the
ecstasy. And then the ref blew mic, stood on a chair and…
his whistle and well… That
was it. I ran right onto that
That’s when I noticed. They
pitch and embraced all my
were all in this room, the
boys. Hugging them, kissing
team. But they weren’t…
them, savouring this moment! together. They were all sat
I got a few funny looks, even
apart, not even looking at
from some of our parents but I one another. I couldn’t get my
didn’t care.
head around it. I asked my
son what was happening and
See you have to remember.
he said there’d been a falling
Before today, it was 103
out. The two strikers were
games played, 72 games
mad because one of them
lost, 52 goals scored and
didn’t pass on the break. The
660 conceded. But in that
three defenders had fallen out
moment. With the blow of
because the technique they
that whistle! Five years of
practised in training didn’t
abject misery over. After a
work. And the goalie. Well he
year of hard work, we were
just didn’t want to be here.
winners! Victors! Finally! And
it felt amazing! And I knew
And that’s when I realised.
it was something we had to
We were sat here. Winners.
celebrate.
I’m about to tell them all
how amazing this is, how
As soon as the game was
important it is, how it sets a
done, I rushed back home.
precedent for future Belthorn
We weren’t going to have a
seasons. When really. None
post match discussion that
of that matters. Because look
day. That could wait until
at what’s happened. The
tomorrow. Instead I wanted
main reason this team was
to make sure we celebrated
put together was to make
properly. So I invited everyone sure people stayed friends,
round to ours. That’s right. We that bonds were created
were going to party! I got up
and they stayed in tact. And
the banners, put out a spread actually, when we were
and some drinks. I was going losing. That was what brought
all out!
them together. Made them
even tighter than they were
Eventually they started
before. But all this pressure
arriving, the boys. I’d got all
on performing and doing
the music primed. ‘We Are
well and having to win… It
the Champions’. Everyone’s A had done the opposite. We
Winner. The Winner Takes It
weren’t Belthorn United any
All. I’d thought about So You
more. And it was awful to see.
Win Again but it didn’t really
make sense… Not that any
I still gave the speech. Told
of them seemed in the mood them I was proud of them

And after a while, things
really started to improve. We
actually started getting more
draws than losses. I know!
It was a shock to us too!
As a group, the lads really
managed to find a shape. A
couple weren’t too happy
about not getting the game
time they wanted but… Well
that’s just what happens,
isn’t it? And it’s about putting
the team first, making sure
we had the strongest squad
possible. And we certainly
did. We even came close to
winning a couple of times…
And then came the game
none of us would ever forget.
9th December 2011. We were
up against the Life Academy
of Colme, a pretty decent
team who’d demolished us
the past four seasons. We
wanted to change that today
though. I spoke to the lads
before kick off that this was
our time now, to take revenge,
to come out on top. They
had to give everything on that
field. And I knew they would.
We were all over them from
the off, applying pressure
across the field. And then we
went ahead. One nil up ten
minutes in. They got one back
straight away on the counter.
Never mind. We quickly
composed ourselves and got
another one and another so it
was 3-1! I told Darren this 3 4
3 formation would work. That
said, this is Belthorn United so
it could never be easy. Some
sloppy defending, completely
forgetting what we’d practiced
in training, meant that they
got another one back. And a
truly appalling tackle in the
box meant they got a penalty
and… Well the fingers got
to it but it still went it. After
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but that it wasn’t about the
winning. I heard a comment
or two, not that I could blame
them. And then I sent them
all home. But before I did, I
told them there’d be no post
match meeting tomorrow. I
also said there wouldn’t be
any extra training sessions that
week. Or in the future. For
the first time that night, I saw
a smile from one of them. I

think they’d thought I’d had
too many Panda Pops…

hadn’t drilled a formation into
their head, hadn’t given them
a game plan and just told
them to enjoy it. And they
did. And I’m delighted to say
we lost. 3-0. And I couldn’t
have been happier.

And you know what? You
saw the change straight
away. Coming to the game
on Sunday, they actually…
looked like they wanted to be
there. Strange, I know. They
were actually having a laugh.
Messing about, talking to each
other! And guess what? We

They say success breeds
success and I think that’s true
for us. But the success of
this team isn’t about getting

three points or winning the
game. It’s about the lads
coming together, being as
one, completely united. And
as long as that happens, that’s
the biggest victory for me.
We’re not singing, we’re not
singing, we’re not singing
anymore…
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Student A - Aged 8, Female
Attends Daisy Green & St Mchael’s

Student B - Aged 8, Male
Attends Chapel School Primary
It's 1966.

We're at the start of the Swinging Sixties.
The Beatles. Flower Power.
Free love. The youth revolt!
St Michaels & Daisy
Green School

A time of revolution.
A time of change.

And then
there was the Chapel School. Opened in 1903. Let’s
just call it a step up from what was here before..

But not all of it welcomed.

Some things just shouldn't change.
Like here. In Belthorn.
The best village
All of England in fact.

in

all

of

Us at St Michaels and Daisy Green were known as
the top school. That’s because we sat on the top
of the hill, looking down on the Chapel lot. Literally.

Lancashire.

I mean imagine living that high up, so far away from
everything. It’d be like living in space.

Except we’re not just one village.
I mean the adults might think that, but us kids?
We know better.

The Chapel lot were jealous of us basically. I mean
we never actually saw any of them.

For years, this village has been split in two. And
which side you were on depended on...

We never ever crossed. Why would you? They had
their territory and we had ours.

Which school you went to.

I think I saw one of them once, getting the bus with
their mum. Very weird looking.

See we used to have two schools. St Michaels and
Daisy Green. Opened in 1863. The best one, of
course.

Apparently they have their own language and the
kids live in a kennel in the garden.
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Whatever they
thought about us,
there was one thing
everyone knew for a
fact. St Michaels and
Daisy Green

Except it wasn’t.
Because we knew,
deep down, we
couldn’t let this
happen. We just
couldn’t.

And Chapel
School. Under any
circumstances...

Something had to be
done. We had to stop
this.

TOGETHER: Never,
ever mixed.

We got together. A
few of us.

So when they told us
what was happening.
Safe to say, it was a
bit of shock.

Chapel School

Met behind the brick
wall at lunchtime.

And we were going to come up with a plan. A way
to stop this.

None of us could actually believe what we were
being told.

I mean even walking past them in the corridor. Who
knows what we might catch?!

Mr Davies walked into the assembly hall.

There were a few ideas. Steal a digger, knock
down the new building.

Mrs Peters. The best Head in the world.
And he told us. That we, the talented, highlyintelligent and unbelievably ambitious St Michaels
and Daisy Green were going to be joining with...

Where could we find a digger?!

Us?!

Where could we find some rats?

I mean. What, why?! Why would they do that?!

But then we finally found something that we could
all agree with.

Get a load of rats and infest the place.

We can’t join with them!

The perfect idea.

Apparently they were building a new school and we
were all going to be a part of it.

The next day at lunchtime, a few of us went back
to my parent’s house.

Demolish our old buildings.

Mum and dad were both at work.

That’s sacrilege.

They’d got one of these telephone things recently.

They called it an exciting new adventure.

Everyone on our street had them.

Nothing exciting for us.

So we decided we’d call pretending to be Mr Davies.

No way.

Mrs Peters.

As soon as assembly finished, everyone was in the
playground.

Call their headmaster.

Talking, chatting. Nobody could take it in.

Whatever their name was.

Us? And them?!

And tell them there had been a change of plan.

It had to be some sort of joke.

That we couldn’t go ahead with it and there was
nothing we could do.

But it wasn’t. They actually wanted us to join
with... Chapel?!

So we picked up the phone. Dialled the number.

St Michaels and Daisy?

Thank you Yellow Pages.

They sent letters out to our parents. Told them
the plan.

It rang. Ring ring. Ring ring.
If this was our secretary they’d have picked up
straight away.

We were going to merge later that month. It was
all systems go.

Hello. Is this the Chapel School?
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St Michaels and Daisy Green?

We couldn’t afford to buy a stamp. And we couldn’t
find any at our homes.

Yes. Who’s this?

So we just put it through the school’s letterbox.

Oh it’s... the head from Chapel School.

Nobody will say anything.

From St Michaels.
Oh really. And what’s your name please?

This would be it. There’s no way it could still go
ahead.

Erm.

Mission accomplished.

Erm.

Expect it wasn’t. Because the days went by.

Mr

And then a couple of weeks.

Mrs

And... nothing.

Chapel?

Nothing at all.

The phone soon went dead.

But they definitely got it.

They must have hung up!

Because we put it there!

I told Sarah my voice sounded more grown up!
What a waste!

We couldn’t wait anymore. So I decided to go see
the school secretary.

We tried again but they didn’t answer.

They walked past me in the corridor.

They must have realised it wasn’t... Mrs Chapel?

And I said to them...

Not that it mattered though. Because after
we all gathered round again the next day, we
thought of something else that would definitely do
the trick.

TOGETHER: Are we still joining that other school?’

Something that was absolute genius. The kind of
thing only us at St Michaels and Daisy Green could
think of.

TOGETHER: Yes. Why?’.

We’d write... a letter!

No reason.

From Lancashire Council! This was brilliant!

And asked. Quite innocently.

Saying as much as we’d love to, it doesn’t look as
though we can join the schools together now.

Whether they’d gotten a letter from St Michaels
and Daisy Green.

Something to do with the classrooms being too
small!

They said no. They don’t think so...

Oh yeah that sounds good!

Smirked more like it.

My dad had a typewriter he kept upstairs.

I know what must have happened.

My auntie had one she kept in her living room.

They’ll have got the letter and just ignored it.
Thrown it away.

They looked at me.
With a smile and said.
I said...

And they walked away. Smiling.

It took me a few goes to write it. We kept making
a few mistakes.

Of course. That makes sense. It was convincing.

Does necessary had one c or three?

They want the schools to join. Less work for them.

And we had to think about how a councillor would
write. Probably quite posh.

And they don’t care about us. They’re grown ups.
They don’t have to mix with that lot from Chapel
School.

We used a lot of convincing phrases. Hello there my
good man.

We’re the ones who’d have to suffer.

And after a few goes, we finally finished it. All we
needed to do now was send it.

Except we weren’t. We weren’t having it.
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There was no way we were giving up that easily.

And nowhere else. Okay?

We just had to take it up a notch now.

Some pause.

No more playing nice.

They looked at me. Really serious.

We had to take it right to them.

That look all grown ups have when they realise
that you’re right but they don’t want to admit it.

That’s when we decided we should put together...

TOGETHER: We know it’s you.

A petition!

What’s me?

That’s it. If we get everyone at Chapel to sign
this, then there’s no way they could let us join
then.

Who put together the petition?
Of course!

We are so smart!

Quite clever too I think.

This is what will change their minds.

TOGETHER: Who’s been calling up pretending to
be other people. Sending letters from the council
saying the move can’t go ahead. Generally being a
nuisance.

So before school, every morning break and every
lunch time, we’d go out with a clipboard.
Get as many signatures as we could. But we
needed everyone to sign it. Everyone needed to
come together.

That wasn’t me...
Honest...

It took a while. A bit longer than we would have
wanted.

TOGETHER: Well let me tell you something. It stops
now. I’m not interested if you and your friends
don’t want to move schools. The fact is that you
don’t have a choice. Come Monday this school will
be closed and you won’t be able to come in even if
you wanted. So stop playing games, go home and
enjoy the fact that come Monday you’ll be in a
bigger and better school.

There were quite a few not well.
Probably feeling ill at the thought of joining Chapel.
But eventually. Finally. We got all the signatures
we needed.
And just in time too. Because it was the Friday
before we were supposed to join.

Well that was it. I was fuming now. Really fuming.
Bigger and better. With that dirty lot? I don’t
think so.

Three days until D-Day.
But at least now we had something.

I stormed out of that school.

There was no way they were going to let it happen
now.

Well. Back to class.

So. I marched up to Mr Davies’ office and knocked
on his door.

But when home time came I stormed out of that
school.

Waited for Mrs Peters to answer. She did eventually.

All the way home.

TOGETHER: Oh hello. And how can I help you?

Slammed the door behind me.

We have something for you.

Sat all alone in my room.

Something we’d like you to read.

I had to have a think. A proper think.

TOGETHER: What is it?

We couldn’t go to that place Monday and just
accept us all being together as one.

Proof that we can’t join the kids at Chapel.

We needed to do show we wouldn’t allow it.

That nobody wants to become part of St Michaels
and Daisy Green.

So that was it. I called a meeting.

Every kid in the school has signed it.

We all met the next day. Everyone from Daisy Green.

Even the caretaker too.

All the Chapel Street lot.

So when we come back in on Monday, we will becoming
to this school.

And we decided to lay out exactly what we were
going to do.
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Or not as it were.
A case of if you can’t join them... beat them!
As soon as we got to the school, we’d all go into
the changing rooms and put back on our old
uniforms.
Wear the colours with pride.
We also put together a list of rules. Rules we
were all going to stick with to make sure we made
this thing as difficult as possible.

Leaving St Mic
haels & Daisy
Green School

Rule one. No talking to anyone who’s not from St
Michaels and Daisy Green.
Rule two. No eye contact with anyone who’s not
from Chapel Street.

I didn’t need luck. I was prepared.
It was 8am.

Rule three. If you’re forced to sit next to someone
from St Michaels and Daisy Green, say you have
to move.

Nearly showtime.
All the St Michaels and Daisy Green lot. We met at
the top of the hill.

Rule four. If you’re put on the same team as
anyone from Chapel Street in PE, you have to do
everything you can to make sure you lose.

Like little ants. About to be squashed.
We made our way down. Lowering ourselves to
their level.

And finally.
Make sure you stick to these rules at all times.
There can be no compromise.

We were stood outside our old school. We could
smell the stench getting nearer.

This is war.

As we moved closer, they were getting clearer.

We even had some chalk ready.

The enemy now in sight.

To draw a line down the middle of the playground.
Their side and ours.

We stood as tall as we could, refusing to back
down.

We were ready for battle.

Resilient. The Chapel army!

Show them who’s boss.

We were told we’d have to meet them halfway.

Show them who the best school in this village
really was.

The teacher said we all had to walk down
together.

It was a long weekend. Seemed like the longest of
our lives.

Together?! They were having a laugh.
We weren’t going anywhere near them. Never in a
million years.

We were counting down the minutes until the first
day of battle.

And that’s when we arrived.

And it eventually came. Monday morning.

And that’s when we were stood opposite one
another.

Mum and dad shouted me but I was already wide
awake.

For the first time ever.

Ready for what was coming.

St Michaels and Daisy Green.

We had to put on this stupid new uniform. This
wasn’t staying on for long.

Chapel School.
And it was weird. What happened next.
Because we were prepared for battle. All of us!

Mum and dad said good luck.

But seeing them all there.
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Just stood as a group.
It was weird but actually.
They all looked just like...
TOGETHER: Us.
Before, we said we’d just walk on, ignore
them. But now we’d actually seen them.
In the flesh.
It just didn’t seem right.
And don’t ask me why because I don’t know but
I just found myself...

Children on the playground

Stepping forward...
Reaching out even?!
TOGETHER: You coming to school?
I nod.
I nod.
And just like that. All of us begin walking down
together.
All the way down the hill.
To the very, very bottom.
Arriving at the gates as one.

A lesson on the front
law n

A new dawn.
A new era.
And actually... It didn’t feel that bad.
Actually... it felt kinda cool walking in together.
I mean it was still us against them.
But now it was us against the teachers who
were waiting.
We shared secrets on who to look out for.
Which teachers to avoid.

ol
fro nt of scho
th e may pole,
Dancing arou nd

Who let you get away with what.
And that’s when we saw.
For the first time. The name of the school.
TOGETHER: Belthorn Primary School.
So now. We weren’t St Michaels and Daisy
Green.
Or Chapel School.
We were all just Belthornians.
One village. One school.
TOGETHER: And that’s how it’s been ever
since...

Belth orn Pr
imary - off
icial opening
cerem ony 19
67
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CAN I HAVE A PINT?
You know where we are,
don’t you? Like you needed
to guess. We’re at The Dog.
Sorry, the Dog Inn. The best
pub in Lancashire. Possibly
the UK. Alright I might be a
bit biased. I’m a regular here,
you see. That bar would fall
down if I wasn’t propping
it up… We’re proud of this
place, mind. It’s served this
community for years and
it’s still its beating heart
now. Not that it hasn’t been
through the mill. The story
about this place, how it’s still
standing. Well, it’s pretty
remarkable to be fair. That’s
why I chuckle to myself
whenever I hear someone
come in for the first time
who’s new to the village
or someone who’s come
from miles around because
it’s been recommended to
them. The first thing they
all do is go to the bar and
ask if they can have a pint?
I mean anyone can, of
course - unless they’re from
Yorkshire... But what they
don’t realise is what’s made
that pint possible, the reason
they can have it, why this
pub is still standing to this
very day.
Wait, you don’t know either?
Well, seeing as though you’re
here now. I might as well tell
you…
It goes back quite a way this
place. All the way back to the
20s. 1720s that is. It was built
over 300 years ago and first
served as a shelter for local
farmers. It did this for decades
until someone had the good
sense to turn it into an ale
house – I’d like to shake that
person’s hand. For the past
century or so, it’s been The
Dog Inn – the pub at the heart
of Belthorn. Well I should say
at the top. It’s right on the hill,
300 miles above sea level quite an experience when
you’ve had one too many. But
it’s a place where the village

A few of those who helped saved The Dog Inn

grew up around and given the
fact we have no church, no
village hall and no post office,
it’s the one place where we
were all able to really gather
as a community.
Or it used to be. Then a few
years ago, back in 2014, Nick,
the Landlord, got everyone
round one night and told us
the news. He was moving
onto pastures new and taking
on another pub. To say we
were shocked is a bit of an
understatement. Not so much
that he was moving on as
he’d been there a while. It
was more the fact he wanted
to leave Belthorn! Still, who
are we to judge? We’d miss
Nick, of course, but we were
all ready to welcome whoever
was going to take his place we’re friendly folk round here.
And that’s when we were
told, there wasn’t going to be
anyone…

was to be it. And then I came.
November 2014. The Dog
Inn served its last pint of bitter
and closed its doors for good.
There’s that famous saying,
isn’t there? You don’t know
what you’ve got till it’s gone.
The sad thing about the Dog
though was that we did. We
loved that place and so to see
the building just stood here,
boarded up, an empty shell of
what it was. Well it was just
sad really. And as we all spent
the next couple of months
staying indoors, barely seeing
one another, we all wondered
what would eventually come
of it. And then we found
out…

News travels fast round here.
And it definitely did one cold
January morning in 2015
when we found out The Dog
was going up for auction,
the plan being to turn it into
luxury flats. We couldn’t
Turns out that the owners of
believe it. Our pub about
the pub thought the place
to be bought and turned
wasn’t working in its current
into some overpriced boxes,
state and wasn’t viable to keep boasting gorgeous views of
open. And yes it had gone
the Lancashire countryside.
through a few landlords over
No. Seeing it close was bad
the past few years, but we felt enough, but to have it turned
it was finally getting back on
into something else… We
track with Nick at the helm.
couldn’t be having that. And
But now he was going… That when I say we, I mean the
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whole village. This news did
something to us, fired us all
up. We were ready to go and
try to take back what was
ours. And thankfully there
were more than enough
people around willing to make
this happen.
Such as Kathryn. She might
pop in soon so I’ll have to
keep my voice down ‘cause
she won’t like me telling you
how she led this whole thing.
But she did. And what a job
she did too. She made it clear
from the get-go that the only
way to save the pub was to
buy it back. And whilst I’d like
to say I had a spare hundred
thousand pounds tucked
away, my rainy day fund’s
a bit smaller than that. A lot
smaller in fact. But she had
the idea that if we all clubbed
together and put a bit in each
then maybe, just maybe, we
might raise enough.
And so Kathryn was off.
Knocking on every door
in the village, messaging
everyone she knew to see if
they wanted to get involved.
She’d booked the school hall
out one evening for a meeting
and, if truth be told, the closer
we got to the actual date,
the less optimistic we started

to feel. Not many folk had
gotten back and deep down
we knew there was wanting
your pub to stay open but to
actually pay for the privilege?
We weren’t sure whether
folk would be willing to
make that step.
Anyway the day of the
meeting came. Kathryn was
there, nervous as anything
that not many would turn
up. I got there early. Well
it’s not like there was a
pub for me to go to… And
we couldn’t believe it. The
doors opened, we turned
around and that’s when they
all poured in. There must
have been fifty people there,
easily. Poor Kathyrn. She was
worried before about people
not coming and now she was
nervous about talking to so
many! But it was worth it.
She spoke a bit about how
we couldn’t let this pub just
be taken, that we needed
to come together, throw
some money in and make
sure it wasn’t gone for good.
That’s when an unexpected
guest popped up. It was a
gentleman called Malcolm
from Pub is the Hub. That’s
this charity that specialises
in helping rural places and
villages succeed - he was
certainly in the right place
then. He told us that we
should form a proper action
group and that if we really
wanted to save the pub we
needed to apply for an ACV –
which apparently means that
the new owners are legally
made to offer the pub to a
community group if there was
one that wanted to buy it. So
that’s what we did. We put
together our own community
group and had forty people
sign up straight away.
We even had a name. The
Save the Dog Community
Action Group. All ready to
come together and rescue
The Dog Inn. Then two days
before the auction we got a
call; the pub had been sold to

The pub has always been vital to village life

a housing developer. I mean,
you couldn’t make it up. All
this effort and it was snatched
right under our noses. So
close and yet…
Still so close. Because before
anyone came to turn the Dog
Inn into two beds with ensuite
and a balcony, we at least
wanted to have a chat with
them, see if we could come to
some sort of arrangement. But
who were they? How would
we get in touch? That’s when
Kathryn had an idea. There
was a field behind the pub
that had a pony in so whoever
the developers were would
need to contact the owner to
have it removed; the owner
who just happened to be
Kathryn herself.
So they soon got in touch and
Kathryn and three others met
with them. We won’t mention
their names but to say they
were property developers,
they were actually quite
human. We told them about
the situation, what the pub
meant to us and how we were
desperate to save it. Now I
don’t know whether it was
because they sympathised
with us, or just wanted a
lifetime’s worth of free pints
but after a long discussion,
they finally agreed to sell it
to us. We didn’t know what
to say. I mean thank you, of
course. A thousand times
over. But we weren’t really
expecting it. Which made it
all the more shocking when

so we did it. It was the first
time I’ve had a paintbrush
in my hand for years but we
all got involved. Then again,
we were the ones going to
be sitting in it so we wanted
it to look half decent. We
also had to work out how to
get a licence as well as raise
some more funds for the
actual renovation. So a few
weeks later we held a coffee
morning in the pub; I know,
the irony’s not lost.

And after much hard graft
the reality of it all sunk in. The and preparation, the day
reality being we had eight
finally arrived. 11th November
weeks to raise £180,000.
2015. The grand opening
of The Dog Inn. We had
I know what you’re thinking.
local legend Jim Fletcher
What did we do, rob a bank? there to open it - I mean
Well maybe if the village had who else could? And it
one… Thankfully though what was great. Seeing everyone
we did have was people who there, coming together. We
knew about this sort of thing, had our pub back. But most
business heads I call them.
importantly, we had our
So what we did was create
community back.
a share system which meant
we could all own part of it. It
And over the last five years, all
would be run by a committee this place has done is grown
and everyone would chip in.
and grown. We’re busier than
So then we just had to find
we’ve ever been, both with
people who were willing
locals and visitors. We’ve now
to do that. We got a grant
got a café, shop, restaurant
from the Duchy of Lancaster
and even an allotment.
which meant we could buy
There’s also the Dog Show,
a printer and stationary. That
the May Day Parade and all
way, we could print flyers and the parties which seem to
brochures and deliver these to happen on a weekly basis.
as many people as possible.
Basically, if it happens in
Belthorn, it happens here.
And would you believe it…
two months later, well seven
We’re still community-owned,
weeks and five days… we’d
still all play our part and we
raised the money. And in
wouldn’t have it any other
September 2015, the Dog Inn way. So what does the future
officially became Lancashire’s hold? Who knows? The main
first community owned pub.
thing is we know that this
But if you thought it was a
place will always play some
case of going straight in and
part though; after all, even
pouring a pint, well, you’d be when we thought we’d lost
mistaken. And it was at this
it, it somehow found its way
point when we all realised
back.
what it actually meant to be
part of a community pub…
So yes. Whenever someone
comes in this place and asks
First off, the ceiling in the bar if they can have a pint, we say
needed replacing, the décor
of course they can. Because
needed updating and basically we’ve made sure of it. Cheers.
everywhere desperately
wanted a lick of paint. And
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